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Herbal Black salve formula

**Disclaimer – Warning:** This document contains graphic medical photos which may not be suitable to minors or the faint hearted etc. If you are under age or cannot take graphic photos you are asked to give this document to someone who can evaluate it for you and to not read it. _By choosing to read this document you are accepting our warning, disclaimer and assuming your own responsibility in these matters._

The information provided on the Panacea site and in this document is for informational purposes only. These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug administration or any other medical policing body. **The information or any products mentioned in this document is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.**

This information is not intended to replace professional medical care. You should always consult a health professional about specific health problems. The information presented in Panacea’s documents and videos are not intended to replace the services of a qualified health care professional. In no way should anyone consider this information to represent the “practice of medicine.”

Panacea does not recommend you make the black salve formula presented by yourself- ESPECIALY if you have no qualifications or experience. There are many trusted vendors where you can obtain the GENUINE formula, for horses, cats and dogs. The intension of this document is to create a needed **OPEN SOURCE and SECURE** public record to PROTECT black salve info. **This publication is not intended to encourage you to take matters into your own hands. Harm may result,**
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Black salve testimonials........................................................................................................................................................................

How you can help by using black salve..............................................................................................................................................
Overview and credits

"The issue of legality is a complex issue. In most countries of the world, Cansema (black salve) is completely legal as an herbal preparation. In most Western countries of the world, however, Cansema can be sold as an herbal preparation, but one cannot say what it does or what it's for. That is, one cannot make a "claim." Why? An effective topical skin cancer salve, such as Cansema, poses a serious threat to orthodox treatments for skin cancers that are far more expensive, but far less effective. It is truly ridiculous. Greg Caton- Alt cancer

If you or any one you know uses black salve please send us your medical records and or photo report. Without your reports we cannot stop the banning of black salve and need your help.

Panacea offers our own black salve application walk through for a small min donation to help us educate the public. Panacea’s guide covers breast, skin and other cancers, plus the essential cancer prevention diet and exercise regime needed for cancer prevention. If you require this resource please contact us. Every one of your donations helps us to educate the world.

Panacea has produced an educational video entitled the "Panacea black salve production(reloaded)" to help public education of alternative cancer treatments. This production features Panacea volunteers who obtained medical proof of black salve working. This treatment like many others has a long history of neglect. The production also outlines the details needed for the creation of facilities or an alternative cancer treatment research clinic for further security, support and public education.

We have many more alternative cancer treatments like the Gerson therapy and Budwig diet which critically need public education and security from suppression. All these treatments including black salve are non toxic and have statistical efficacy over the standard chemo, surgery and radiation, but remain unknown to capacity. There is no security to ensure that doctors provide the public with informed consent of these treatments and of their successfully statistics. Nor do they have any security against vested interests. There are many conflicts of interests with this health education in what is now a multibillion dollar pharmaceutical industry.

Presently black salve is being banned from sale; to help gather further medical proof and educate the public Panacea has created the Black Salve facebook site. Alternative treatment to Cancer, Black Salve information and real case information will be posted here. If you have used Black Salve please use this page to post your story to share with others. Also Panacea has created a new Panacea medical research site to help gather medical records of black salve working in human subjects and
Public Warning

In 2012 Panacea observed the TGA (Australian medical “policing” body) trying to stop the public from accessing black salve. The TGA has banned the sale of black salve even for cats, dogs and horses! There is other suspicious behavior going on. Panacea has emailed the TGA and offered our medical proof of black salve working plus a live volunteer with cancer willing to demonstrate black salve’s efficacy. **They now have no excuse to not investigate to confirm that the correct black salve formula is not harmful and does work. We did not hear back from them.** These email records are available to anybody upon request.

Letter to the TGA sent by a Panacea Trustee

Public warnings continue to be given to the public without any follow up of the evidence presented to the TGA.
Panacea needs your help to collect medical records to present to the public, only then can we police ignorance and or corruption. The active ingredient in Black Salve is derived from a perennial plant called Bloodroot (*Sanguinaria canadensis*). Established research in journals like Pub Med, Science Direct and Med line suggest that the plant chemicals in Blood Root are good candidates as chemotherapeutic agents and successful immune therapy. There are many more modern research studies present. Please check the section under “Modern research studies on bloodroot” for further details. Aside from these modern research studies, **blood Root (*Sanguinaria canadensis*) plus another active ingredient Chaparral (*Larrea mexicata*) contained in black salve go back further and have a long history in successfully treating cancers. This will be profiled shortly.

**Blood Root (Sanguinaria Canadensis)**

Please note, the tropical application of the Bloodroot based black salve is not a gentle healer. Mild pain will be experienced which will require "pain management" medication. Usually there will be some scaring, in some cases, more than one black salve application may be required. This is especially advised for aggressive, deep, and metastasized cancers. Despite these factors, the black salve reports have shown to be more effective treatment of any form of conventional cancer treatment today.

Our knowledge of the black salve process in human cases comes from years of empirical reports, observation, and day-to-day interaction with users. The earliest known “FAQ” on the mode of operation can be found on Greg and Cathryn Caton’s [Cansema® & Escharotics FAQ (Covers all Cansema® products) Page](#).

If you use black salve please consider getting before and after medical records and reporting your success to Panacea, without this help we cannot accumulate the needed reports to help others and learn ourselves. Beware of any misrepresentation of black salve. This includes fake products and counterfeit salves. [Quackwatch’s coverage of black salve](#) does not describe the genuine safe black salve formula referenced in this document or the one used others reports. Some salves made from unknown origins with unknown ingredients may be un-safe. Quackwatch has described the wrong formula and generalized that “all black salve formulas are not safe”. **This is not accurate and can only describe an unknown formula that was not made properly or properly applied.**
Stephen Barret, makes either a deliberate or uneducated mistake and describes black salve contents that are not even in the black salve recipe: “Many salves, pastes, poultices, and plasters have been applied directly to tumors with the hope of burning them away. Zinc oxide, bloodroot, and several other herbs are common ingredients”.

This is ENTIRLY incorrect; first of all the contents do not contain Zinc Oxide; the black salve formula in question contains Zinc chloride (ZnCl2). NOT Zinc oxide (ZnO), ZnO could never be made to do the same function. 100% zinc chloride is not damaging to healthy tissue, it will however “sting” if it comes in contact with an open cut and sting when it is treating cancerous tissue in the body. To show Zinc chloride (ZnCl2,) is not corrosive to healthy skin, Greg Caton founder of Alpha Omega labs has gone to the effort to prove this and handled zinc chloride with his bare hands in the escharotics video on the Meditopia site (2004).

Second of all, Quackwatch describes “in the hope of burning the tumor out”. Black salve does not operate by “burning anything out”, or by “drawing” anything out, the process is understood to remove the membrane around the cancer cell so the body can then recognize it and expel it naturally. Healthy tissue does not get affected.
Black salve is classed as an “escharotics”. An escharotic is a substance that causes tissue to die and slough off. In this case applying the salve where the tumor is thought to be based produces a thick, dry scab called an "eschar" on the skin or affected area. This is the body’s process of expelling the dead cancer tumor tissue nothing more. Only the cancer is harmed, any healthy surrounding tissue does not get harmed. The surrounding “hole” soon heals over. Probably the quickest way to illustrate this is to present the Bill O’Leary story featured in the one answer to cancer DVD.

![Bill O’Leary story featured in the one answer to cancer DVD](source)

Improper ingredients which make unsafe versions of black salve are the only ones known to be “corrosive” to healthy tissue. Always apply black salve as directed.

The “horror stories” you can read from quack watch and others could only have resulted by the use of improper ingredients or improper use. Ask Bill if his nose is burnt off today; in fact ask the MANY who can tell you the same story, these are included in the testimonial section.

For the complete background please refer too Alpha Omedga labs - Rebuttal to Quackwatch's preposterous attack on escharotic preparations Additionally the Archives of dermatology also has a similar “inaccurate take” on black salve. Always stick to the genuine black salve recipe or check that you have purchased it from known trusted sources and applied it properly. Panacea has investigated a number of trusted sources and provides reference to them in this document. Also we have referenced the correct application procedure.
This document is dedicated to the health freedom advocates who have suffered and sacrificed their time to bring this information to the public. The original black salve pioneer Greg Caton, Panacea volunteers 1)Peter James, 2) Marty Jurica and 3) Bruce Gorrie, Elaine Hollingsworth, Adrian Jones, Bevan Potter and all the individuals who continue to help Panacea report the success of alternative cancer treatments.

To date, black salve has been reported to successfully treat – Bowel cancer, throat cancer, tongue cancer, Lentigo Maligna Melanoma, Lymph node affected with metastatic breast cancer, Ductal carcinoma of the right breast, other breast cancers, Cutaneous leishmaniasis (skin infection), warts, moles, plantar warts, Ewing Sacroma (so called incurable cancer), Melanomas, Basal cell carcinoma (BCC) and Squamous Cell Carcinoma (SCC). In nearly all of these cases, the application of black salve was successful where surgery and other treatments could not have been used. These testimonial cases have been preserved in this document for historical reference and study.

It is not surprising that we have these reports since the two core ingredients contained in the modern black salve formula, blood Root (Sanguinaria canadensis) and Chaparral (Larrea mexicana) have a long history of successfully treating a number of health conditions and cancer. These records go as far back to the Americans Indians, and later, to early European and western physicians.
Since the American Indians others have applied this knowledge to successfully treat cancer, perhaps the most well known would be Eli Jones (1850-1933) Author of “Cancer - Its Causes, Symptoms and Treatment -Giving the Results of over Forty Years' Experience in the Medical Treatment of this Disease and Definite Medication.” Dr. Eli Jones, practiced as far back as the 19th century and prescribed lifestyle changes along with the application of “escharotics” black salves with positive results.

There has since been many other “herbalist” who produced anti cancer herbal pastes and used them successfully to treat cancer. These include Dr. Raymond Christopher, who used anti-cancer herbs such as poke root and black walnut bark.

Dr J Weldon Fell was described in an 1857 American medical journal, operating out of the University of New York, he acquired considerable notoriety in London in curing cancer by a secret formula. The secret formula is not much more than the original American Indian herbal active ingredient, it consisted of bloodroot, zinc chloride plus other ingredients. The addition of Zinc Chloride makes up one of the core mechanism used in the modern black salve formula. The modern formula has additional anti cancer herbs and inorganic substances like Galangal root, (Alpinia officinarium), Chaparral (Larrea mexicata), and DMSO (Dimethylsulphoxidein).
Other early references include Dr. Perry Nichols, B.S., M.D. – Quote It was in 1895, at age 32, that Nichols, already a successful farmer and real estate agent, first learned of escharotic treatment of skin cancer from two doctors practicing at an Iowa clinic called the Cherokee Sanatorium. After talking to patients convinced they were cured, Nichols set to work on his own escharotic formula, which he kept secret. In 1896, he spent time working with the same two physicians, and claimed to have treated 40 to 50 patients successfully. By November of that year, he had opened his own practice. Hampered by the lack of a medical degree, he hired a physician in 1897, and pursued his own M.D. degree, which he received from the University of the South-Sewanee in 1901.

Sideline becomes main business Nichols moved to South Dakota intending to open a general medical practice. However, his sideline of escharotic cancer treatment quickly became his main business. In 1905 he was recruited to the city of Hot Springs to head an 80-bed sanatorium. In 1911, a branch was opened in Excelsior Springs, Mo., and a year later, Nichols was recruited to Savannah, Mo., a location he liked for its central location, available land, and good transportation, including an interurban railway to bring patients to and from St. Joseph. It was here that Nichols’ practice thrived, and in 1924, construction was started on a new brick building that had at least 200 beds. Nichols became ill and died of congestive heart failure in August 1925, but the clinic didn’t close until 1956.

Source
Further a medical text entitled *Chemosurgery: Microscopically controlled Surgery for Skin Cancer by Dr. Frederic E. Mohs, B.Sc., M.D.* was published by Charles Thomas in 1978. This contains reference to the same basic “escharotic paste” originally described by Eli Jones, Hoxsey, and others. Dr. Mohs was a clinical professor of surgery at the University of Wisconsin medical School.

There is a long suppressed history of herbal or botanical substances which have successfully treated cancer. Some of these formulas contained the same herbs used in the early and modern black salve formulas (highlighted in BOLD below). These include:

The Essiac Tea herbal formula: burdock root (Arctium lappa), slippery elm inner bark (Ulmus rubra), sheep sorrel (Rumex acetosella), and Indian rhubarb root (Rheum officinale).

The Hoxsey formula: included Red clover, Burdock root, Barberry bark, Licorice root, Buckthorn bark, Prickly ash, poke berries and root, Stillingia root, Cascara amarga.

Larrea Mexicana, AKA Greasewood is part of the Zygophyllaceae plant family. Chaparral originates from Southwestern United States and northern Mexico.

Dr Richard Shulze salve: Red Clover Blossoms, Garlic cloves, Poke root, goldenseal, activated charcoal, Tea Tree Oil, Bentonite clay, Slippery Elm inner bark.

Iscador/Mistletoe Cannabis, Carnivora Chaparral Garlic Echinacea Red Clover Mushrooms Cayenne Pepper Dr Richard Shulze Dr John Christopher Bruess (sage).
Despite the long history of all these herbal ingredients being used effectively, modern researchers are today trying to “rediscover” their therapeutic properties. If they applied them as they have done in history, there would be no doubt that they have functioned as recorded.

Researchers at the Medical University of South Carolina have shown a Chaparral extract may shrink some tumours. Chaparral tea was widely used in the US as an alternative anti-cancer agent from the late 1950s to the 1970s. Chaparral for cancer

However like blood root, chaparral has already proven itself beyond human trials. A few Individuals have RE-discovered the OLD successful treatments of these herbs and applied them to treat their cancers. The incredible true life story of Sir Jason Winters is one example. He used Red Clover, Herbalene and Chaparral to treat his “terminal” cancers.

A lot of news media attention has been given to a man named Jason Winters and his remarkable recovery from terminal cancer. When I visited him, he was already in good health, but grossly underweight. When he was sent home to die after being told that there was nothing more that could be done to help, Mr. Winters turned to herbs and prayer.

He contacted Lord Coggan, the most revered and right honorable Archbishop of Canterbury. Mr. Winters asked what herb he thought was mentioned in the Bible so many times for blood purification and good health. Lord Coggan did some research and informed Mr. Winters that the herb was quite possibly Red Clover which is a herb that has been used in Europe for centuries. Jason had also heard from a Buddhist monk that Herbalene was very good for tumors. Jason also found that the American Indian people use herbs called Chaparral and Sage to cleanse the body.

After obtaining all three of these herbs from three continents, Mr. Winters was making a tea of each one separately which was time consuming as well as ineffective. It was only after mixing the herbs together that the effects of the combination were felt. Mr. Winters recovery was quite rapid and noticeable.
The news media had a field day with this story, it perked my interest and I finally talked with Mr. Winters. He gave me a sample of the mixed herbs and I had them tested in the laboratory. We found that the herbs are not a cure all, but merely purified the blood to such an extent that a person's natural immune system starts working and the body has a chance to heal itself. These herbs would have the same effect on most illnesses. Dr. I. Pierce MD - Source

It is no surprise that these results have never had a clear passage to the public, there is an immense record of a conflict of interest with the pharmaceutical industries (who are unregulated and have a well recorded ties to the FDA) Bloodroot, Chinese Medicine, and the FDA - Keeping the Public Medically Ignorant

Your role in helping us obtain medical proof of the black salve treatment can complete the true history of black salve, one that is long overdue, a future of health freedom and of a true non toxic healer.

There are literally countless video, photo and essay testimonials present on the web which all report a statistical efficacy in treatment of black salve. However your oncologist can never be formally trained in the use of this treatment in the present medical climate. The herbal formula that makes up black salve contains natural ingredients. Natural therapies cannot be patented and monopolized by pharmaceutical interests for profit. Drug companies cannot make as much money from this alternative cancer treatment over their present prescription synthetic drugs or surgery.

Any medical policing bodies like the TGA (Aust), Medsafe (NZ) or FDA (USA) etc could never receive a "pay check" for approving black salve as an alternative cancer treatment. It’s important to note that medical policing bodies have a past and PRESENT history of corruption. There is no legislation preventing pharmaceutical interest from financing or influencing a politician or the FDA. No rules, means open season.

- "The medical establishment works closely with the drug multinationals whose main objective is profits, and whose worst nightmare would be an epidemic of good health. Lots of drugs MUST be sold. In order to achieve this, anything goes: lies, fraud, and kickbacks. Doctors are the principal salespeople of the drug companies. They are rewarded with research grants, gifts, and lavish perks. The principal buyers are the public - from infants to the elderly - who MUST be thoroughly medicated and vaccinated...at any cost! Why do the Medical Fascism - Pharmaceutical corporations accused of Genocide before ICC in The Hague authorities forbid alternative medicine?
Because they are serving the industry, and the industry cannot make money with herbs, vitamins, and homeopathy. They cannot patent natural remedies. That is why they push synthetics. They control medicine, and that is why they are able to tell medical schools what they can and cannot teach. They have their own sets of laws, and they force people into them. That is a mafia. This sensational expose' also uncovers the truth behind vaccines, AIDS, cancer, the World Health Organization, the Rockefeller Foundation, the World Bank, and more." -Dr. Guylaine Lanctot, M.D.

The FDA (and other countries medical policing bodies) has no laws protecting the public from corrupt vested interests. The FDA in particular is a broken agency that needs a complete reform and restructuring. Presently run, it should come as no surprise that documentaries and news reports continue to remind us all that they -Obstruct medical science and innovation; Forbids and censors the communication of legitimate, peer reviewed scientific research; Protects entrenched medical monopolies which pay its bills and hire its employees; Interferes with the USA rights of consumers to learn about good science (especially relating to food and supplements) that could prolong and save lives and promote health; And unnecessarily drives up the cost of healthcare to the point where employers can no longer afford to hire and the entire American economy is threatened.

Organized medical groups and pharmaceutical companies, using lawyers, bribes, lobbyist, insurance companies and the strong arm of the Food and Drug Administration, have been very busy. They have corrupted elected officials to pass laws to remove any competition.

You may have read recent newspaper articles about a group called ‘Friends of Science in Medicine’, a co-founder of which is Professor John Dwyer, who are lobbying to have natural medicine courses removed from Universities, and also for health funds to be prevented from offering rebates on natural medicine therapies. -Read More
They have crushed Natural Doctors, Natural Medicine, and natural remedy education on self Self-Care. Their goal is to monopolize health care and make us dependent on medical doctors and pharmaceutical drugs. We have watched them pass more and more laws restricting our rights; they have made many healing herbs, foods and even nutrients illegal. Codex Alimentarius (meaning food code) is one example of this attempt presently in effect.

Natural health professionals that flourished a few decades ago are now barred by law to practice, and Natural Doctors, Holistic Healers, Health Food Store Owners and even family members of the sick have been arrested and jailed for using natural remedies. Big drug companies have been accused of putting profits above patients, spinning false PR campaigns and more. Here are some of the most shocking facts about the pharmaceutical industry. Shocking Facts about the Pharmaceutical Industry.

What is needed under these circumstances is not incremental reform, but PUBLIC PARTICIPATION TO HELP PANACEA CREATE COMPLETE REFORM, a thorough overhaul of every part of the medical policing bodies. Pharmaceutical company spending on marketing far exceeds that spent on research. Only Public participation can begin the total reform of the FDA and other countries medical policing bodies (TGA in Australia and MEDSAFE in New Zealand) from the present corruption of big Pharma. With reform we can rebuild the healthcare system.
"My opinion, however, is that they (herbs) are superior 95% of the time to any pharmaceutical drug!"

Dr Robert Willner, M.D., Ph.D.

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration, heavily populated by former (and future) pharmaceutical-industry executives, has a long history of aggressively attempting to close down businesses that produce holistic healthcare products for cancer and other serious illnesses, even if (especially if) the products work. This often involves raiding, arresting, prosecuting, and imprisoning the owners of the companies. Terrorist raids have become the new cure-all for alternative cancer remedies. –Bevan Potter

Currently black salve (popularly known as the alpha omega labs product called ‘Cansema’) is only “approved” to treat cancer in horses, cats and dogs. It is currently illegal to claim any therapeutic benefits for humans. Any website selling black salve can legally only list its application for treating cats and dogs etc. Despite black salve being known by some veterinarians to successful treat cancer (like selenium) The U.S. Food and Drug Administration lists Cansema (black salve) as a “fake cancer cure” and has publicly warned consumers to avoid it. Is this based on incomplete evidence and suppression?

Pharmaceutical companies have no financial interest in paying for human trials of any natural cancer remedy. So what happens when a natural CURE is discovered? Public education is the only way to ensure its SECURITY. That’s right, public knowledge can only police it. But who allocates the budget to support this? There are MANY alternative cancer treatments which like black salve have statistical efficiency over the current medical industry (yes industry). However Panacea and others lack a budget for the PUBLIC EDUCATION of them. Needed are resources for biofeedback (medical records) studies and for the policing of these studies. This document will also describe Panacea’s stratagem to address this situation and how you can help this effort.

Bloodroot (Sanguinarea Canadensis).
The public use of black salve for pets and not humans represents only a minor “cut” of an estimated multibillion dollar cancer drug industry. **History shows that when a natural substance shows promise against cancer, drug companies invest all their time and money into developing a synthetic version that CAN be patented. More often than not, it JUST DOESN’T WORK.** Sometimes it not only doesn’t work, but produces death and harmful side effects. One of these MANY cases to prove this can be seen in the Aldara skin cancer treatment which cost lives. Letting the public know that there’s a cheap, NON TOXIC natural cure would mean missing out in a billion dollar revenue stream.

The public need to help us change this. Panacea has produced detailed medical records of black salve working in a human subject. These records are presented in this document for anyone to evaluate.

The point being, the safe black formula in question has gone beyond the need for any human trials. Despite this FACT, without the public helping the accumulation of medical proof or volunteers helping like Panacea has produced, there will never be any security over doctors or vested interests to provide patients any informed consent. None of them will be “obligated” to bring or inform the public of the successful black salve cases.
Panacea Volunteer Peter James – Peter successfully treated a “terminal SCC Cancer” with black salve – Medical proof supplied.

The drug companies will have a conflict of interest with people selling and using black salve to treat themselves. This issue is of corruption, health freedom and is an unnecessary public educational crisis. Panacea is undertaking an educational program and needs all those who decide to use black salve to participate in an effortless program to record medical proof and help Panacea educate the public. Please check the “How you can help by using black salve” section of this document.

Until enough of the public participate with Panacea to accumulate this allopathic (conventional medicine) medical proof of this treatment, the majority of the public will have no counter proof and continue to believe the present half truths, misleading data, and manipulated results of particular alternative cancer treatments. These are the tactics presently used against natural remedies; they may as well be under lock and key.

Some individuals have suffered under suppressive and illegal activities. We must help and honour pioneers in health freedom like Greg Caton, who has fought his whole life to ensure that the public gets informed consent of the corruption and their health freedom.
As explained previously there is motive for racketeering in medicine and in the suppression of medical alternatives. There can be no doubt that this is the reason for Greg Caton's experience. Greg founded a company called Alpha Omega labs and produced a black salve formula called "Cansema". This first became available in 1992. As a result of his efforts there are literally 100’s of successful Cansema testimonials posted on the internet and on You-Tube.

It was in 1996 that they started to produce an internal related version called "Tonic III". From 1992 to 2003, a few sold the Alpha Omega products in animal nutrition centres. Many animals benefited from these two products. On September 17, 2003, the FDA shut down the company, and the products were not available for about five years. This forced Greg Caton to move and set up in Ecuador. As of June 2, 2008, they were back in business in Ecuador. The Alpha Omega web site published information about the products and their use; however, on December 2, 2009, the FDA again arrested and kidnapped Greg Caton. Further details of this suppression story are told by his wife Cathryn Caton.
Thankfully in 2012 Greg is now back up and running. Greg has written about his case in a free online book -Contains a history of Alpha Omega Labs -- plus an extensive history on the discovery, patent filings, and shameful suppression of this highly effective healing modality. Many suppressed formulas and healing techniques provided and the road we must take, as a species, to keep legitimate, effective healing techniques alive, in a world of Elitists intent on using 'orthodox medicine' as a medium for financially enslaving the general public -Meditopia.

Greg has published a “recipe” for black salve to ensure that it remains in the public domain. Reference to this formula is provided in this document. It is nothing short than criminal what happened to Greg. Anyone out there who could offer assistance and or help reform Greg’s situation is encouraged to talk to Panacea or directly to Greg Caton.

To date (2012) the black salve option is the cheapest and has a better success record over any allopathic medicinal approach. Presently what is probably the best DVD compilation of successful black salve reports can be found in Elaine Hollingsworth’s “one answer to cancer DVD”
This research report featured many individuals who successfully used black salve to treat their cancer condition. These include - Author Graeme Hearson, alternative health educator Bevan Potter, Bill O Leary Boat business operator, Terry Oreilly cartage contractor, Joe Simpson, Meryl Powell boutique owner, Wendy Fox - breast cancer (where the ultra sound failed to recognize them), Beverly Baillie - breast cancer, Ricci Carr - terminal thyroid cancer and a bowel cancer case.

ONE ANSWER TO CANCER is packed full of amazing testimonials by people who have reclaimed their health. They have eliminated invasive breast cancers, deadly Ewing’s Sarcoma, terminal thyroid cancer, bowel cancer and an array of skin cancers, even large melanomas. In their interviews men and woman describe exactly how they used this natural salve, and have even generously included startling before and after photos.

Also featured in this documentary, Australian based naturopath Adrian Jones who continues to record and publish observational successful black salve reports on his website.
However, we must go beyond these growing anecdotal and observational records and help produce needed allopathic medical records to make it undeniable, devastate the corruption and ensure the public do not suffer any less effective treatments any more. There are certain individuals who have attempted to bring black salve to the public; Panacea feels their experiences are MANDITORY to research in order to understand the task and the security needed for black salve to reach the public.

The creation of this web site is the result of my experience with cancer and my need to contribute something to the cause for the freedom to choose alternative treatment. I am Bevan Potter. I have no medical qualifications, I am simply one who was nurtured with a healthy lifestyle but became one of the many victims to modern medicine. Without the Internet, I would never have known about the product that cured my Cancer and all the other health giving Herbs which are freely available in other parts of the world, because, our Freedom of Choice has been taken away from us, we are unable to purchase them any other way. – Centreforce.
Black salve medical records can not only help show cheap natural remedy to certain cancers, but can also help Panacea educate the public and illustrate the reform needed to unlock other successful alternative cancer treatments. There are many other reported effective alternative cancer treatments for skin cancers without surgery. Probably one of the most well known is Black salve; however there are also reports of grapefruit seed extract and natural Curaderm cream. Panacea volunteer “David” successfully used grapefruit seed extract to remover his skin cancer. We have other repoesrts of it being able to knock out other cancers. The following photo Essay has been provided to Panacea by Bruce and David.

Curaderm cream appears to be a gentle way to treat skin cancers which like in the case of black salve, oncology is not telling you about. Curaderm is applied to the area for about seven weeks. It contains a specially purified plant extract from the Solanum Sodomaeum, the so-called Devil's apple-which is found in the Australasia region. The extract, known as Solasodine Glycosides, is also found in smaller quantities in the eggplant and aubergine. Non-melanoma skin cancer is reported to be conveniently and effectively treated by Bec5 cream also known as Curaderm.
Successful Curaderm Cream treatment

The externally and **topically applied Curaderm cream** appears to be potent when applied to Basal cell carcinomas. Containing a specially purified plant extract, not only is Curaderm reported to be effective on Basal cell carcinomas (BCC) or Squamous cell carcinomas (SCC) – the most common forms of skin cancer – but the application also works on benign tumours like sun spots, age spots, Keratoses and Keratocanthmoas.

Other neglected alternative skin cancer treatments include medical Cannabis. Cannabis has been reported to cure a lot of cancers. Here is one of the many stories. *Why hasn’t The U.S. National Cancer Institute or The American Cancer Society tested Cannabis Oil? Is it lack of personnel (2,100 USNCI staff members) or limited financial support (USNCI 2010 budget of $5.1 Billion dollars)*

*Cannabis Concentrate or extract is the same as Rick Simpson’s “Hemp Oil”. Google "cannabinoids" and "cancer". Google "endocannabinoids" and "cancer" Google "THC" and "cancer". Google pubmed, and look up "endocannabinoids" and "cancer", as well as "cannabinoids" and "cancer". Google Dr. Robert Dr Robert Melamede and cancer". You will soon see how far the rabbit hole goes.*
Black salve has so far still been effective against melanoma, breast, thyroid, and some other terminal cancers; this is why you are needed to help us produce medical proof to ensure public education. There exists a broad range and HISTORY of MANY other suppressed and neglected alternative cancer treatments which do not involve harmful surgery, chemotherapy, drugs or radiation. These solutions have a greater success record over the treatments used in allopathic medicine; they are cheaper, less invasive and non toxic. However there remains a huge conflict of interest with this information.

Panacea is presently authoring an extensive alternative cancer treatment document to prove to the PUBLIC that their cancer knowledge is currently suffering from an educational crisis. This
information is intended to address this educational crisis and recruit the needed participation from the public to give people informed consent, reform and police the system and save lives. In the mean time Panacea has produced an educational resource for cancer prevention; our raw and organic whole food page is needed education to help people attack cancer from the source.

Whole food medicine –FREE and no side effects

The current education system, poor diet choices, conditioning, advertisements and environmental carcinogens (Especially Dioxins) are the reasons why Cancer Strikes 1 in 2 Men and 1 in 3 Women. These statistics are preventable through PUBLICLY POLICED education, nothing more.

Panacea Volunteer - Marty one of the many who has successfully documented black salve curing his skin cancer.

This information could not have been acquired without people working together. Elaine Hollingsworth author of the doctors are dangerous website, Greg Caton and Bevan Potter are all
individuals who surfaced due to black salve helping them. Black salve prevented allopathic medicine from adding them to their statistics. All credits for this information must go to them. Most screen shots in this document are taken from the one answer to cancer DVD, please consider supporting the doctors are dangerous web site and our hero Elaine Hollingsworth Hollywood Film Star Turned Health Crusader.

Vivacious and energetic, Elaine is living proof that her theories work. A former Hollywood actress, she is Director of the Hippocrates Health Centre in Queensland, Australia, where she lectures on health issues and continues her research into natural ways of maintaining good health.

There is enough proof to show the merit for PUBLIC and POLICED black salve trials to find out the true capacity of this treatment. Perhaps one of the best examples to prove this can be found in Tanya Anderson’s case featured in the one answer to cancer DVD. Tanya Anderson’s cancer cure case is unique; Tanya and her family have testified to black salve destroying what the medical establishment claims is an “incurable” cancer. To the medical industry Ewing Sarcoma is a condition where only Chemo was thought to extend the life of the person.
Tanya Anderson testifying to her successful black salve treatment of an “incurable” cancer Ewing Sarcoma (bone cancer) Taken from the one answer to Cancer DVD- http://www.doctorsaredangerous.com/

The Medical profession had nothing to offer me - Tanya Anderson testifying to her successful black salve application to treat a so called “incurable” cancer Ewing Sarcoma (bone cancer) –Quote and screenshots Taken from the one answer to Cancer DVD. The following screenshots show the salves capacity to get to the harmful “terminal” tumours and leave healthy skin intact.

Tanya Anderson’s Cancer being drawn by the black salve treatment -Taken from the one answer to Cancer DVD- http://www.doctorsaredangerous.com/

Tanya’s success remains to the best of our knowledge under the radar, you would not know about this unless you had viewed the one answer to cancer DVD. How many Ewing sarcoma patients are today being told today by their doctor that their case is terminal? This is a sad scenario we must work together to fix.
One of our Heroes- Tanya Anderson Cured! - Taken from the one answer to Cancer DVD- http://www.doctorsaredangerous.com/

We are only just begging to find out about these remarkable properties due to cases appearing by chance. Progress could be far greater. We cannot expect real time progress when people only find out about these cures through word of mouth. So far you can only access them if you search for them on the internet or someone happens to tell you about them. It is obvious that this is limiting this knowledge from public access.

The public need INFERSTRUCTURE specific for public access, education and SECURITY. One that is evidence based, independent, non aligned and NON Profit. The significance for policing this neglect, suppression and inherent road blocks with independent infrastructure can be seen by simply researching the sheer amount of alternative cancer cure cases that remain suppressed today. There are many.

Doctor Simoncini, oncologist Rome Italy. Simoncini is the Inventor of the alternative Bi-Carb cancer treatment.

Without infrastructure we have no security, PUBLIC AWARENESS or TRAINING. ALL of present physicians are not conspiring, they will not opt for these treatments and CURES because of their conditioning, training, and acceptance certain premises; physicians will continue to be trained in pharmacology, not in prevention. They deal with concerning chronic illnesses and their economic
interest is in sickness maintenance, not prevention. The full potential of tropical and internal black
salve must be pursued. Greg Caton has already proven this and has presented successful INTERNAL
salve treatments. The following is a case file of a Metastasized Melanoma, Stage IV being
successfully treated using an internal type salve called Tonic III.

Others report a very aggressive form of bladder cancer and pancreatic cancer being successfully
treated using the Tonic III capsule. Brian O’Leary, Scientist, Author, and Former NASA Astronaut used
the alpha omega labs Cansema® (black salve) to cure his Skin Cancer (BCC).

“I am so sorry that excellent work like this, which has been in use for over one hundred years, has
been violently suppressed by the mainstream medical community because of greed. This blockage of
a very fine alternative approach to treating cancer is outrageous.” Dr. Brian O’Leary
Sadly most people will not see or get an informed consent about the hundreds of personal testimonials for Cansema or Black Salve. Instead they may see the Internet search engines site called "Quackwatch" or others when searching for any Black Salve info. There are enough doctors, patients and known alternative treatments to justify trials and stop Big Pharma’s researchers from wasting further research money.

Panacea aims to collect medical records of black salve to help fund raise and create an alternative medicine research clinic, or to be granted the use of facilities where we can bring in proven biofeedback/medical records on a whole range of alternative cancer treatments and alternative medicine that can make as large an impact to public health as Black salve.

Recording Biofeedback and obtaining allopathic medical proof means that the public have their own informed consent on these treatments or what some call cures, and further we can also work with other clinics in other countries where they have a higher medical success or statistically significant efficacy from alternative treatments, sadly they are forced to operate and administer their treatments in Ecuador and Mexico who can bring in their life saving data and education for our populations to benefit from. Doctors will help us record live biofeedback at the clinic, help collect data from other clinics, like the oasis of hope, Gerson and others.

The clinic will be not unlike the can help cancer clinic once providing alternative cancer treatments on Queensland’s sunshine coast. The purpose of this medical research center and clinic or the use of facilities offered is to provide public access to the tonnage of evidence confirming the extent of the suppression of effective alternative treatments which are: (a) highly effective, (b) safe, with only minor possible side-effects and (c) very inexpensive; Give a background, in layman's terms, of what formulas are used and their history, as well as what we have done to improve their effectiveness. Plus record the proof that the public needs and police it. If you can assist us in this in any way please contact please contact Panacea.

This SUPPRESSED information needs your help to spread effectively through blogs, friends, and community groups and in the media. Please help forward this PDF to your doctors, government members and to as many as possible. We are all needed to work together, that is the very essence of the Panacea spirit. Only as a community can we create security. There is no university, doctor, faculty or cancer clinic teaching this method at this time, if you can help this effort please contact us.
Black salve testimonials

To find the true capacity of the internal (Tonic III) and tropical black salve application further investigation is required, only then can we fully actualize its potential. So far we have a broad range of so called “terminal” cancers to generic skin cancers which have been reported to be successfully treated by the use of black salve. We need more. If you cannot find your cancer condition listed here, this does not necessarily mean it cannot be treated. Until we get support and sponsorship, we can only report cases as they appear. All of these cases have shown consistent results, meaning the cancer has not returned. This is especially valuable with skin cancers, as they frequently reoccur after allopathic medical treatment (surgery or liquid nitrogen).

Where typically it would have required a massive bill for surgery, drugs and skin grafting etc, black salve was cheap and effective without the need for any surgery or skin grafting etc. Others had black salve successfully treat their cancer where surgery and other treatments could not have been used.

Panacea wishes to present observational data and medical records obtained by our volunteers. Our first volunteer Bruce can testify to two skin cancers returning after surgery. When you add up the cost of surgery and their success compared to black salve, there is no question that black salve has a statistical efficiency over allopathic medical surgery.
Bruce initially had 2 skin cancers on his face “removed” by sugary, a surgery that was expensive and ineffective. Bruce joined the MANY who have had them reappear, however unlike these unfortunate people, Bruce was not subjected to having any more surgery. Bruce instead was advised by Panacea about the Black salve cases which are recorded to be non invasive and a cheaper option, costing around 50$.

The following photo shows the expelled cancerous tumour, this time the cancer was not so lucky.
The following case describes a lady who reported a 3 year update after removing her skin cancer using black salve; she used black salve to treat 3 skin cancers (over a period of 3 years) basal cell and squamous cell (BCC and SCC). She writes: **Not ONE has come back. Sadly when I had surgery TWICE before, the cancer returned within a year.**

Other cases of note include - Stewarts Treatment: *I just want to let you know that I have used Cansema to treat various types of skin cancers diagnosed by my local General Practitioner. One just below my RH knee she had "removed" or "treated" with liquid nitrogen but it returned*

http://www.ahf-au.org/cansema.htm

Margaret's Treatment: *This deals with a way to overcome the anti-alternative brigades, by using a product that DOES remove Melanomas and other skin cancers. I have personal proof of removing 3 squamous cell cancers on my legs using Cansema paste. Even my Dr. was most impressed! I would have had to have them surgically removed (all near my shins) which would have meant skin grafting as well.*

http://ahf-au.org/cansema
Where would you be with surgery if you had 12 skin cancers on your face or neck/head? Well let’s ask Aussie Ken Murray who decided to use black salve instead of surgery and just happens to have 12 skin cancers. Ken has publicly displayed his success on his face book page. (Click banner for link).

Ken Murray’s successfully black salve treatment

**Quote - This Skin Cancer is the first of 12 Skin Cancers that i am currently treating on my face and on my upper chest, with the amazing Cansema - Black Salve ointment, made from Bloodroot and other natural herbal substances. Old American Indian treatment for Skin Cancer. Ken Murray End Quote**
Now let’s compare other cancers with cost and efficiency. The next testimonials contain breast cancer patients who all report that their cancer being removed with black salve, no risk and cheap.

Presently, no oncologist gives their patient’s any informed consent about the success of black salve. This will continue unless Panacea recruits more volunteers and or those who use it participate to help us accumulate medical records of the success. Please check the how you can help black salve section of this document if you plan to use or advise others to use black salve.

With no public intervention or awareness for policing statistical efficacy on any alternative cancver treatments that will take revenue returns off big pharma should it be no surprise that:

**Doctors Are the Third Leading Cause of Death in the US, Killing 225,000 People Every Year**-This article in the Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA) is the best article I have ever seen written in the published literature documenting the tragedy of the traditional medical paradigm.

This information is a follow up of the Institute of Medicine report which hit the papers in December of last year, but the data was hard to reference as it was not in peer-reviewed journal. Now it is published in JAMA which is the most widely circulated medical periodical in the world.

The author is Dr. Barbara Starfield of the Johns Hopkins School of Hygiene and Public Health and she describes how the US health care system may contribute to poor health.

*ALL THESE ARE DEATHS PER YEAR:*

- 12,000 -- unnecessary surgery
- 7,000 -- medication errors in hospitals
- 20,000 -- other errors in hospitals
- 80,000 -- infections in hospitals
- 106,000 -- non-error, negative effects of drugs

These total to 225,000 deaths per year from iatrogenic causes!!

What does the word iatrogenic mean? This term is defined as induced in a patient by a physician’s activity, manner, or therapy. Used especially of a complication of treatment. [Source](#)

Thankfully some individuals have had the courage to PUBLICLY display their success of black salve successfully treating their breast cancer. The following woman has done very well to give a “short and sweet “report on how effective the black salve treatment has been for her.

This is a short Video clip of a cancerous breast tumor removed using only herbs The whole procedure from start to finish took one month. This included healing the rather deep wound left when the tumor popped out
Of further significance is how she dealt with the healing process.

It gives us great pleasure to give gratitude to this lady, she is well onto the true holistic way of healing as she also mentions what Panacea does in our guides, the need for the “rest of the story”. This includes the application of dietary (raw food and juicing) and lifestyle (relaxation /meditation) changes.
The following comment is taken from the youtube video disclosure. “To start-Raw food diet, juicing with added Broken Wall Chlorella, Hawaiian Spirulina Barley Grass. Stop intake of all toxins.”

The next breast cancer conqueror has thankfully put her results into the public domain. French Canadian born doctor Veronique Desaulniers AKA Dr. V” has done the essential job to inspire woman to be proactive with prevention, of cause this involves the raw food juicing. Dr V has presented her 45 day essay of her successful treatment of breast cancer using black salve.

In her video Dr V’s present her courageous records of eliminating breast cancer with emphasis on a holistic approach including prevention and utilization of sulforaphane (broccoli sprouts). Thankfully Doctor V kept records of her cancer condition, her black salve application and also of her cancer free condition. This can ONLY help us educate others to capacity.
Panacea has listed a number of alternative cancer treatments on the Panacea alternative cancer treatment page. There is a tragedy unfolding, most breast cancer patients unnecessarily continue to be convinced by their oncologist that they may need to lose their breasts. Even worse, Ewing Sarcoma patients are told by doctors that they have no treatment for them, as a result they go on to think that they need to die. This is INCOMPLETE EVIDENCE and has to end TODAY. We must work together to stop this. There are other cancer patients who are unnecessarily told that they have “no other option” or no hope etc. Tongue cancer patients may be told they need their tongue removed, well black salve has already proved that this not the case.
Details plus a photo essay of black salve successfully treating tongue cancer can be found at the following links.

http://altcancer.net/estes.htm
http://altcancer.net/cansema_nuwais.htm

Oncologist did not tell them how they can take control of their health. How far off would informed consent be if they ever found out? An important element to understand in the black salve testimonial section is the following: At first most people may be put off by the graphic images involved in the process of black salve treating cancer(s). However one only needs to look at the end results to see how the human body can heal itself. What looks bad in part SOON HEALS UP in the end with hardly any trace left.

If you still doubt this, observe the next individual’s case, this is taken from a clinic in South America where they routinely use black salve to treat leishmaniasis (a skin condition). In the first photo (top left) you can see a deep “wound” in his right cheek after the esher was removed. Typically one may think that he would be left with a permanent disfigured scar or big “hole” in his face. This is not the case, the same as it is not the case, as with other black salve cases recorded, the body mends nicely, the skin routinely heals over the “hole” so to speak.
This was cheaper than cosmetic surgery. The next testimonial in need of being archived comes from BOTANICAL SURGERY” Dr. Weil on escharotic Cancer Salves – Source truthquest2.com/cancersalves
Dr. Weil describes getting a letter from a man in California, praising the ability of the herb bloodroot to dissolve moles and skin growths, and in one observed instance, a malignant melanoma. He urged Dr. Weil to order the salve from someone in Utah who made it up, and to experiment with it.

Dr. Weil did and got the container of oily red salve with no instructions. He did some research and found that it was a favorite of Indians and European settlers, but that it was now thought to be toxic taken internally, but he found "many references to its peculiar ability to dissolve abnormal growths on the skin without harming normal tissue, even to dissolving some breast cancers that eroded to the skin." He thought it sounded safe to use externally.
Since I had no immediate use for the paste, I put it in my refrigerator and forgot about it. I only remembered it six months later, when I had to make a decision about veterinary treatment for my dog, Coca, a female Rhodesian ridgeback, six years old and in good health except for a growth that had developed on her right side, near the shoulder. It had started as a black skin tag but had steadily enlarged until it was now the size of a marble and looked like a little black cauliflower. My vet told me it should come off. “These things can turn into melanomas,” he said. Taking it off would mean putting the dog under general anesthesia, which I did not want to do, since general anesthesia is a risky procedure, more so in dogs than humans. I did nothing, and the tumor kept growing.

Then I remembered the container in my refrigerator. Here was a perfect opportunity to test the power of bloodroot. I smeared a thin coating of the paste over the growth, and repeated the application every morning for three days. On the fourth day, when I called Coca over for the treatment, I was alarmed to see blood running down her side. The tumor had turned grayish and seemed to be separating from the skin, leaving a gaping wound underneath. I stopped applying bloodroot, cleaned the area with hydrogen peroxide, and resolved to keep an eye on the area. Two days later, the whole tumor, then whitish gray, fell off, leaving a raw, circular area that quickly healed over. The end result was a perfectly circular, slightly depressed area of skin, with no trace of tumor. The bloodroot had removed it more neatly than one could have done with a scalpel. Later, hair grew over the spot, concealing it completely. I could not have asked for a better outcome, especially as the dog had showed no signs of discomfort.
So much for my animal trial; I was ready to go on to humans. Shortly afterward a friend came to visit who showed me a mole he was worried about on his chest. His name is John Fago, a photographer, who had lost a leg to bone cancer some years before. He had been an avid downhill skier before the operation and now was an avid and very skillful one-legged skier. Statistically, John's chances of being cured of his cancer were excellent, and he was careful to follow a lifestyle that increased them even more. Still, he was understandably nervous about strange growths. This one was a pigmented mole that had been enlarging. When I told John about the bloodroot cure of my dog, he did not hesitate. "Let's do it," he said.

Unlike my dog, John had no coat of fur, so it was easier to watch the process. On the second day of applying the paste, the skin around the base of the mole became inflamed, an obvious immune reaction, and John said it was quite sore. On the third day, the mole turned pale and began to swell. On the fourth day, it fell off, leaving a perfectly circular wound that healed quickly. Later I asked John to describe his experience to a group of medical students. He did so, with the result that I began getting requests for nonsurgical removal of moles. Over the years, I have given out bloodroot paste and instructions on how to use it to a number of medical students, and the outcomes have been consistent and satisfactory. The most recent was a young woman with a large mole at the collar line at the base of the neck. A dermatologist wanted to take it off, but his description of the size of the incision he would have to make put her off, and she knew that healing would be difficult because of the location. She asked me if I knew any alternative to surgery. Bloodroot solved her problem. "It got pretty scary-looking on the third day," she told me afterward, "but I remembered your description of what would happen, and I tried not to worry. Now the mole is gone completely, and I think it's a much better job than the dermatologist could have done. I'm amazed."

So here is an example of a discovery made by paying attention to a testimonial. I would hope it would inspire scientific inquiry into the mechanism by which bloodroot is able to stimulate rejection of abnormal tissue and into possible applications of it for treatment of growths other than moles.
Black salve has been reported to successfully treat melanoma. Compare these reports with the current drugs used to treat melanoma on the market.

*US approves drug for late-stage melanoma*. The treatment only works in about half of patients with advanced melanoma, those whose tumors express a gene mutation called BRAF V600E, meaning it could help about 10,000 patients in the United States, according to experts. Just a few treatments for melanoma currently exist, with little success in extending the life of patients. Just over a quarter of patients on Zelboraf developed another form of skin cancer, cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma, which was managed with surgery. Read more: http://www.news.com.au/breaking-news/us-approves-drug-for-late-stage-melanoma/story-e6frfku0-1226117087255#ixzz1fDO8igXr

Thanks to Panacea volunteer Peter James, the following medical records are to the best of our knowledge the world’s first detailed medical proof of black salve working in a human subject. Peter is an alternative energy researcher who presently works with hydrogen on demand technology. Peter was diagnosed with a TERMINAL SCC skin cancer. Here are the photo records of Peter’s SCC condition. Note that the name “Peter James” is written on the top of this form. Panacea can provide copies to any parties needing further confirmation.

Peter was advised to have a biopsy- This gave Peter a MRSA (Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus) and cellulitis infection which he successfully treated using aloe vera and colloidal silver. Panacea advised Peter to research black salve to rid himself of this cancer and avoid surgery; with a bit of research Peter then achieved the following results. These records and pictures speak for themselves.
The above photo ESSAY shows a dated chronology of Peter’s successful black salve application. Black salve stimulated Peter’s immune system to push the “terminal” SCC cancer tumour out. After the removal Peter was then confirmed as cancer free - As a result surgery was cancelled.

Peter James Pathology report - SCC cancer removed by black salve, no surgery necessary. Surgery cancelled by the general surgeon

Here is the end result.
Peter certainly deserves the public’s respect and gratitude for going to this effort to help educate about alternative cancer treatments and help create health freedom. We only need a few more records to present before they cannot possibly deny these results. Please read the next section on how you can help. There are literally countless others. Please click on the photo’s, banners and links to view the myriad of successful reports.
Bill O’Leary’s Black Salve Skin Cancer Story

3 years update after cancer removed using black salve
Black Salve info web site - Photos of Dramatic Success Stories:

TumorX (alternative name for black salve) website testimonials
Video -Melanoma skin cancer treated with black salve
Video -Removed Mole with Black salve
Video Cansema Black Salve You Tube
Black salve SCC removal
whale.to website page on black_salve
Treatment of a Plantar Wart using Black Salve

How you can help by using black Salve

Volunteers who use black salve are needed to help Panacea collect medical records. Please submit them through Panacea’s black salve site. Why is helping provide allopathic medical records on the use of black salve absolutely imperative? So far all public guidelines and reports for the use of black salve have been based on observation only. This means that the medical industry has no obligation to accept these reports or results as truth or to inform you about this option. They can simply dismiss it as a “hoax” or “must not have had cancer” etc.

The important part of collecting these records is to show the public what is reported as “terminal” does not necessarily mean terminal. Panacea volunteer Peter like many others acquired records to prove that you have options. Do his particular medical records validate the other reports? We feel that that they do. However we need your help to acquire more.
Despite our records and other black salve reports, we must gather further undeniable proof to report to the public and ensure the medical establishment provides informed consent to their patients in regards to the potential non-toxic black salve option. If you cannot follow the easy procedure to obtain allopathic medical records from our guide, then your photo and video testimonial essay MUST be used in its place.

1) Allopathic medical record form

1. Get a medical diagnosis in **writing that you have cancer**. (For example Biopsy imaging etc)

2. **Take photo and video record each day of your black salve application.** Make sure you get a before, during and after shots/video. **Get a family member or friend to sign an affidavit stating they have witnessed you apply the salve.** For an example of a photo essay please visit [http://www.adrianjonesnaturopath.com/success_stories.htm](http://www.adrianjonesnaturopath.com/success_stories.htm)

3. After treatment, get a follow up check-up, to show your cancer free and get it in **writing**.

Outcomes for patients presenting a written medical diagnosis (biopsy, imaging etc), serve to confirm that no allopathic treatment was made; however the patient had cancer and is now cancer free.

2) Photo and video Essay records

1) **Take photo and video records each day of your black salve application.** Make sure you get a before, during and after. Get a family member or friend to sign an affidavit stating they have witnessed you apply the salve.

   For an example of a photo essay please visit [http://www.adrianjonesnaturopath.com/success_stories.htm](http://www.adrianjonesnaturopath.com/success_stories.htm)

A video can be mailed to Panacea, or upload details of the Panacea server can be provided. Panacea will then edit publish them on our YouTube channel with your credits.
We must participate, either by mandate, public pressure, class action or others to protect our right to choose alternative medicine and protect natural vitamins and supplements used in alternative and whole food medicine like black salve and others, can you help Panacea do this, ideas and volunteers are needed and welcome. Please contact Panacea.

**Black Salve Recipe**

Note we do not recommend you make black salve check the credited naturopaths on the on doctors are dangerous website for trusted sources. Consult your naturopath or [Click here to find out how to apply black salve](#). Or Contact us.

The original formula was first put into the public domain by Greg Caton of Alpha Omega labs, we credit him with all black salve public info. Greg’s version follows the first version presented which is a recent version of the recipe with deep tissue capacity (DSMO). All screenshots are copyright and credited to Elaine Hollingsworth’s [one answer to cancer DVD](#), please support her research and consider purchasing this DVD. Beware of pirated copies, they are supposed to sell for 10$.

**Ingredients**
50 grams each of Bloodroot (Sanguinaria Canadensis), Chaparral (Larrea mexicata), Graviola (Annona muricata) & Galangal (Alpinia officinarium).

500 ml of Distilled Water,
250 grams of Zinc Chloride,
25ml of Pharmaceutical grade DMSO (Dimethyl sulfoxide)
25 ml of Glycerine.

**Step 1**

First gather 50 grams of:

Bloodroot – (Sanguinaria Canadensis)
Chapparal (Larrea mexicata)
Graviola (Annona muricata)
Galangal root (Alpinia officinarium)

Then mix all ingredients into a bowl together.
Step 2

Pour 500mls of distilled water into a **PYREX POT on a hot plate (not open flame)**, do not use **stainless steel**, the reason being the DMSO may dissolve part of the stainless steel pot and take it into the blood stream.

![500 ml of Distilled Water](image)

Then add 250grams of Zinc Chloride to the water

![250 grams of Zinc Chloride](image)

Step 3

Bring this mixture to the boil then simmer stirring frequently to ensure that there are no lumps
Step 4

Next add the 4 dried herbs to the simmering mixture. You can add a few drops of distilled water to make them damp and easier to mix.

Stir continuously until ALL the lumps disappear.
This quantity is more than enough to last a family a lifetime. Hence this recipe will need to be cut down to suit your needs.

**Step 5**

Once you have a smooth consistency add 25ml of DMSO (Dimethylsulphoxidein) to the mixture whilst still stirring. DMSO acts as a carrier and helps take the formula deep into the tissues.

**Step 6**

Add 25mls of glycerine and stir it in, this will help keep the formula moist. Depending on the humidity you may have to add a bit more glycerine. Allow the mixture to simmer for about 15 minutes.
Step 7
When the mixture cools and cures it isn’t runny anymore and has a paste like consistency.

Step 8
Store the black salve in suitable glass containers; it is best used after it has been sitting for 2 days at room temperature. Store these containers in your fridge it will keep indefinitely but may dry up over time if this is the case simply add a bit of water to re hydrate the mixture.
2nd recipe Escharotic Preparations - Greg Caton

Greg Caton writes - Prior to my U.S. federal imprisonment on bogus FDA charges in 2004 -- not knowing if I would survive the ordeal -- I had this professional video made, instructing viewers how simple escharotics for curing skin cancers are made. The entire history of escharotic preparations and their shameful suppression by the orthodox medical community is detailed in Meditopia® (see http://www.meditopia.org.

Video Links - Escharotic Preparations - Intro by Greg Caton : 1 / 3
Escharotic Preparations - Intro by Greg Caton : 2 / 3
Escharotic Preparations - Intro by Greg Caton : 3 / 3
Applying Black salve

Panacea can provide our own walk through with the essential diet and exercise program needed for prevention and to help reoccurrence. Contact us. There are 2 health freedom advocates that we know of who have covered the “basics” of the safe application of black salve. All credits to Greg and Bevan.

Greg Caton - Cansema® USER INSTRUCTIONS

Bevan Potter - Centerforce instructions

Modern research studies on bloodroot

Growing and Marketing Woodland Botanicals Jeanine M. Davis.


Bloodroot (Sanguinaria canadensis L., Papaveraceae) is one of the first plants to emerge and bloom in the spring. It is a low growing plant with waxy lobed leaves and showy white flowers. The thick rhizome is dark on the outside, with a cream colored flesh and blood red sap (Fig. 4). The rhizome has traditionally been used as a dye, to treat skin lesions, and to prevent tooth decay (Persons and Davis 2005). The demand for bloodroot has been low but steady for many years, and as a result, it has been almost exclusively wild harvested. This changed dramatically when a German company began using it as an appetite stimulant in cattle feed.

It is now also being studied for the treatment of cancer (e.g., Ahmad et al. 2000). The major alkaloid believed to be responsible for its medicinal and anti-microbial properties is sanquinarine (Leung and Foster 1996).

Bloodroot studies are in progress on seed and vegetative propagation, tillage systems, and companion planting with other woodland botanicals (Persons and Davis 2005). Bloodroot is commonly propagated by rhizome cuttings and seed.

American Association for Cancer Research

Source - http://clincancerres.aacrjournals.org/cgi/content/full/6/4/1524#ABS

Nihal Ahmad, Sanjay Gupta, Mirza M. Husain, Kaisa M. Heiskanen and Hasan Mukhtar2
Department of Dermatology [N. A., S. G., M. M. H., H. M.] and Department of Anatomy, School of Medicine [K. M. H.], Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio 44106

ABSTRACT - Sanguinarine, derived from the root of Sanguinaria canadensis, has been shown to possess antimicrobial, anti-inflammatory, and antioxidant properties. Here we compared the antiproliferative and apoptotic potential of sanguinarine against human epidermoid carcinoma (A431) cells and normal human epidermal keratinocytes (NHEKs). Sanguinarine treatment was found to result in a dose-dependent decrease in the viability of A431 cells as well as NHEKs albeit at different levels because sanguinarine-mediated loss of viability occurred at lower doses and was much more pronounced in the A431 carcinoma cells than in the normal keratinocytes. DNA ladder
assay demonstrated that compared to vehicle-treated control, sanguinarine treatment of A431 cells resulted in an induction of apoptosis at 1-, 2-, and 5-µM doses. Sanguinarine treatment did not result in the formation of a DNA ladder in NHEKs, even at the very high dose of 10 µM. The induction of apoptosis by sanguinarine was also evident by confocal microscopy after labeling the cells with annexin V. This method also identified necrotic cells, and sanguinarine treatment also resulted in the necrosis of A431 cells. The NHEKs showed exclusively necrotic staining at high doses (2 and 5 µM). We also explored the possibility of cell cycle perturbation by sanguinarine in A431 cells. The DNA cell cycle analysis revealed that sanguinarine treatment did not significantly affect the distribution of cells among the different phases of the cell cycle in A431 cells. **We suggest that sanguinarine could be developed as an anticancer drug.**

Galangal (Thai Ginger): Galangal root is a bitter used to stimulate the release of gastric juices to assist digestion. It relieves bloating, constipation, sluggish digestion, and gas. Although galangal root helps the intestine process fats, one of the chemicals in the herb, 5-hydroxy-7-(4'-hydroxy-3'-methoxyphenyl)-1-phenyl-3-heptanone (HPH), has been shown to lower bloodstream cholesterol in laboratory investigation. According to the German E Commission, galangal can be used for dyspepsia and loss of appetite, and is also considered to be antispasmodic and antibacterial.
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A summary of research findings -From escharotic salve expert Dan Raber's website


"INTRODUCTION TO BLOODROOT" Sanguinarine canadendid (bloodroot) is native to the moist woodlands of Eastern U.S. and Canada. This small North American herb is a member of the Papaveraceae Herbaceous perennial (poppy family), and possess attributes that are remarkable and almost unbelievable. Numerous doctors and researchers have investigated Sanguinarine canadendid, i.e., 13-methyl[1,3]benzodioxolo[5,6-c]-1,3-dioxolo[4,5-i]phenanthridinium; the sap of the plant is bright red and is especially abundant with the alkaloid sanguinarine which is derived from rhizome (root system ), a benzophenanthridine alkaloid and a structural homologue of chelerythrine. Sanguinarine is known for its anti-cancer/anti-tumor, anti-inflammatory, anti-microbial (Sanguinarine broad in vitro activity against Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria, fungi, and some protozoa), anti-oxidant, and expectorant properties.

The effect of sanguinarine and its antiproliferative and apoptosis nature was investigated and the following found to be true:

1. Sanguinarine stops cancerous cells rapid growth.
2. Sanguinarine stops cancerous cells from abnormally increasing in number.
3. Sanguinarine stops the promotion of human epidermoid carcinoma cells, i.e., squamous cell (squamous cell is an invasive malignant tumor derived from epithelial tissue that tends to
metastasize to other areas of the body).
4. Sanguinarine promotes the natural self-destruction (apoptosis) of cancer cells.
5. Sanguinarine will not promote apoptosis at any strength or concentration to health tissue.
6. Sanguinarine will promote necrosis (cell death) in healthy epidermal keratinocytes (keratinocytes are the predominant cell type in the epidermis and dermis i.e. skin tissue) in concentrations above -10 µM (10-6 per unit).

Safety of Sanguinarine - The safety of sanguinarine has been demonstrated with over 400 years of use by professionals and novices alike. Sanguinaria extract, sanguinarine, has been used in many over-the-counter products, including toothpaste (the anti-inflammatory properties in human's to reduce gingival inflammation and supragingival plaque.), mouthwash, cough and cold remedies, and homeopathic preparations for cancer removal.

Sanguinarine Kills Squamous Cell Carcinoma
Sanguinarine treatment was found to result in a dose-dependent decrease in the viability of squamous cell carcinoma. Normally cancerous cells are unable to experience apoptosis by natural means. Sanguinarine (13-methyl[1,3]benzodioxolo[5,6-c]-1,3-dioxolo[4,5-i]phenanthridinium) at 1-, 2-, and 5-µM doses was able to kill the cancerous tissue. DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) ladder assay demonstrated that, compared to vehicle-treated control, sanguinarine treatment of squamous cell carcinoma resulted in an induction of programmed cell death as signaled by the nuclei in functioning cells. This process is characterized by cleavage of the DNA into fragments that give a so called laddering pattern then the solid phase of the cell liquefies.

The induction of apoptosis by sanguinarine was also especially clear when viewed with confocal microscopy (This microscope allows the observer to visualize objects in a single plane of focus, thereby creating a sharper image). This method identified the necrotic squamous cell carcinoma.

Sanguinarine Will Not Promote Necrosis To Healthy Skin Tissue. Sanguinarine treatment did not result in the formation of a DNA ladder or necrosis in normal human skin tissue. Necrosis did not occur even at the very high dose of 2, 5, and 10 µM of sanguinarine. The results were viewed and verified with confocal microscopy.

The DNA cell cycle analysis showed that sanguinarine treatment did not significantly affect the distribution of cells among the different phases of the cell cycle in squamous cell carcinoma. (This is especially important because this proves definitely that sanguinarine will not affect the DNA of cells.) The researchers' work proves that sanguinarine is an effective natural anticancer chemical, and under normal circumstance sanguinarine will not promote damage to healthy tissue.

In fact, the safety of the product has been demonstrated with over 400 years of use by professionals and novices alike. Sanguinaria extract, sanguinarine, has been used in many over-the-counter products, including toothpaste (the anti-inflammatory properties in human's to reduce gingival inflammation and supragingival plaque.), mouthwash, cough and cold remedies, and homeopathic preparations for cancer removal.
The Search For Ancient Anticancer Chemicals Continues. Agents that can eliminate the cancerous cells via a programmed cell death but do not affect the normal cells have a therapeutic advantage for the elimination of cancer cells.

Sanguinarine is a antiproliferative agent that has been developed as a anti-cancer agent as far back as 1600 A.D., by the peoples that inhabited North America which is currently the United States of America and Canada.

The Mechanism-Studies have shown that sanguinarine is a inhibitor of the activation of nuclear transcription factor NF-B, which has been implicated to play a key role in the regulation of cell growth, cell cycle regulation, and apoptosis. The anti-tumor properties of this alkaloid are constantly being re-established. At present, only a few agents are known to possess the potential for selective/preferential elimination of cancer cells without affecting the normal cells.

The University of Wisconsin studies provides more definitive evidence that sanguinarine at micromolar concentrations imparts a cell growth-inhibitory response in human squamous cell carcinoma and epidermoid carcinoma cells via an induction of apoptosis. In sharp contrast, normal human epidermal keratinocytes do not show any evidence of apoptosis, but undergo necrosis on treatment with higher concentrations of sanguinarine. The University of Wisconsin research is the first study showing the complete cascade of events that lead to apoptotic cell death by sanguinarine. The University of Wisconsin researchers showed sanguinarine caused apoptosis of immortalized human Carcinoma tissue.

Chemistry Behind Sanguinarine's Apoptotic Cell Death. Normal keratinocytes is mediated via caspase activation triggered by modulations in Bcl-2 (B-cell lymphoma 2) family proteins-mediated cytochrome c release and the associated events. Bcl-2 is an anti-apoptotic gene. In fact, the link between apoptosis and cancer emerged when Bcl-2 , which is the gene that is linked to an immunoglobulin chromosome translocation pertaining to lymphoma, was found to inhibit cell death. This unexpected discovery gave birth to the concept that impaired apoptosis is a crucial step in the process of cancer development. In this study, The University of Wisconsin showed that sanguinarine treatment to the human Carcinoma tissue keratinocytes results in significant decrease in the levels of anti-apoptotic Bcl-2 protein and increases in the proapoptotic Bax protein. Thus shifting the Bax/Bcl-2 ratio in favor of apoptosis.

Studies have shown that Bcl-2 (i.e an enzyme that degrades DNA during apoptosis, inhibited by A molecule which represses or prevents another molecule from engaging in a reaction by the protein of 343 amino acids carrying a nuclear localization signal.) forms a heterodimer with Bax and might thereby neutralize its proapoptotic effects. In addition, Bcl-2 is also known to prevent the release of caspases. The University of Wisconsin studies have also shown the increase of protein levels of other proapoptotic members of Bcl-2 family, i.e., Bak and Bid, by sanguinarine treatment.

Furthermore, sanguinarine treatment of human Carcinoma tissue keratinocytes resulted in increase in the levels of cytochrome c (i.e. a protein which carries electrons that is central to the process of respiration in mitochondria i.e. a small intracellular structurally discrete component of a cell which is responsible for energy production and the conversion within the cell of nutrients (such as protein molecules) into chemical energy in the form of ATP (adenosine triphosphate), by reacting the food
with oxygen (O2) until the food has completely been degraded into carbon dioxide (CO2) and water (H2O.) and caspase.

These are important observations as it is known that the Bcl-2 family proteins (i.e. a proto-oncogene, activated by chromosome translocation in human B-cell lymphomas (hence bcl).. Encodes a plasma membrane protein. The gene product inhibits programmed cell death (apoptosis) and is homologous with the spiraling gene.) regulate the release of cytochrome c from the mitochondria into cytosol. Cytochrome c resides in the inter-membrane space of mitochondria, whereas its cofactors, Apaf-1 and procaspase-9, are both cytosolic proteins. The over expression of Bcl-2 has been shown to block cytochrome c release in response to a variety of apoptotic stimuli. On the contrary, the pro-apoptotic members of Bcl-2 family proteins such as Bax, Bak, and Bid promote cytochrome c release from the mitochondria. The execution mechanism of apoptosis is mediated by caspases (cystein-yl aspartate-specific proteinases), which carry out the apoptotic program through a sequential activation cascade of initiator and executioner caspases. Apaf-1 induces activation of initiator caspase-9. Apaf-1 binds caspase-9 via the caspase recruitment domains at their NH2 termini, triggering the formation of a supramolecular complex. When activated, initiator caspase-9 triggers subsequent proteolytic activation of executioner caspase-3, caspase-7, and caspase-8. This whole process results in the cleavage of poly-adenosine diphosphate-ribose polymerase (i.e. an enzymes that catalyse the synthesis of nucleic acids on preexisting nucleic acid templates, assembling RNA from rib nucleotides or DNA from deoxyribonucleotides.) and subsequent DNA degradation and apoptotic death."

Contraindications-Contraindication from internally use: bloodroot should not be used if one is pregnancy, has high blood pressure, esophageal varicis, hiatus hernia, gastritis of peptic ulceration, and recent consumption of central nervous system stimulants. Use of emetics for more than three to four days can produce a serious medical condition if the assimilation of fluids is disrupted. This can lead to dehydration and severe electrolyte imbalances. Continual retching action from chronic emesis will strain the abdominal, gastric, and diaphragm muscles causing severe cramping and potential development of hernias.

Bloodroot used internally should not be administered to unconscious or deeply sedated individuals or in the event of convulsions, since bloodroot may cause aspiration of the gastric contents resulting in obstruction of the air passages. -Dan Raber
Primary effusion lymphoma (PEL) is an incurable, aggressive B-cell malignancy that develops rapid resistance to conventional chemotherapy. In efforts to identify novel approaches to block proliferation of PEL cells, we found that sanguinarine, a natural compound isolated from the root plant Sanguinaria canadensis, inhibits cell proliferation and induces apoptosis in a dose-dependent manner in several PEL cell lines. Our data show that sanguinarine treatment of PEL cells results in up-regulation of death receptor 5 (DR5) expression via generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and causes activation of caspase-8 and truncation of Bid (tBid). Subsequently, tBid translocates to the mitochondria causing conformational changes in Bax, leading to loss of mitochondrial membrane potential and release of cytochrome c to the cytosol. Sanguinarine-induced release of cytochrome c results in activation of caspase-9 and caspase-3 and poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) cleavage, leading to induction of caspase-dependent apoptosis. In addition, we show that pretreatment of PEL cells with carbobenzoxy-Val-Ala-Asp-fluoromethylketone, a universal inhibitor of caspases, abrogates caspase and PARP activation and prevents cell death induced by sanguinarine.

Moreover, treatment of PEL cells with sanguinarine down-regulates expression of inhibitor of apoptosis proteins (IAP). Finally, N-acetylcysteine, an inhibitor of ROS, inhibits sanguinarine-induced generation of ROS, up-regulation of DR5, Bax conformational changes, activation of caspase-3, and down-regulation of IAPs. Taken together, our findings suggest that sanguinarine is a potent inducer of apoptosis of PEL cells via up-regulation of DR5 and raise the possibility that this agent may be of value in the development of novel therapeutic approaches for the treatment of PEL. [Cancer Res 2007;67(8):3888–97]
cancer epithelial cells as assessed by caspase-3 activation assay, Annexin V staining assay, or by visual analysis for the apoptotic morphology changes. Sanguinarine-mediated apoptosis was associated with the increase of nitric oxide (NO) formation in prostate cancer cells as assessed by measurements of nitrites with Sievers nitric oxide analyzer as well as flow cytometry analysis using NO fluorescent sensor. Activation of NO synthase (NOS) activity was crucial for sanguinarine-induced cell death because NOS inhibitor L-NMMA efficiently protected cells from apoptosis. Adenovirus-mediated transfer of Cox-2 into LNCaP cells inhibited sanguinarine-induced apoptosis and prevented an increase in NO production. Surprisingly, NO donors failed to induce apoptosis in LNCaP cells, suggesting that constitutive NO generation is not sufficient for triggering apoptosis in these cells. Besides NO generation, NOS is also capable of producing superoxide radicals. Sanguinarine-induced production of superoxide radicals, and the addition of MnTBAP, a scavenger of superoxide radicals, efficiently inhibited sanguinarine-mediated apoptosis. These results suggest that Cox-2 expression rescues prostate cancer cells from sanguinarine-induced apoptosis by a mechanism involving inhibition of NOS activity, and that coadministration of Cox-2 inhibitors with sanguinarine may be developed as a strategy for the management of prostate cancer. (Cancer Res 2006; 66(7): 3726-36)

Originally published In Press as doi:10.1074/jbc.M501467200 on March 7, 2005

The Benzo[c]phenanthridine Alkaloid, Sanguinarine, Is a Selective, Cell-active Inhibitor of Mitogen-activated Protein Kinase Phosphatase-1*Andreas Vogt{ddagger}, Aletheia Tamewitz, John Skoko, Rachel P. Sikorski, Kenneth A. Giuliano§, and John S. Lazo From the Department of Pharmacology, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15261

Mitogen-activated protein kinase phosphatase-1 (MKP-1) is a dual specificity phosphatase that is overexpressed in many human tumors and can protect cells from apoptosis caused by DNA-damaging agents or cellular stress. Small molecule inhibitors of MKP-1 have not been reported, in part because of the lack of structural guidance for inhibitor design and definitive assays for MKP-1 inhibition in intact cells. Herein we have exploited a high content chemical complementation assay to analyze a diverse collection of pure natural products for cellular MKP-1 inhibition. Using two-dimensional Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics, we identified sanguinarine, a plant alkaloid with known antibiotic and antitumor activity but no primary cellular target, as a potent and selective inhibitor of MKP-1. Sanguinarine inhibited cellular MKP-1 with an IC50 of 10 µM and showed selectivity for MKP-1 over MKP-3. Sanguinarine also inhibited MKP-1 and the MKP-1 like phosphatase, MKP-L, in vitro with IC50 values of 17.3 and 12.5 µM, respectively, and showed 5–10-fold selectivity for MKP-3 and MKP-1 over VH-1-related phosphatase, Cdc25B2, or protein-tyrosine phosphatase 1B. In a human tumor cell line with high MKP-1 levels, sanguinarine caused enhanced ERK and JNK/SAPK phosphorylation. A close congener of sanguinarine, chelerythrine, also inhibited MKP-1 in vitro and in whole cells, and activated ERK and JNK/SAPK. In contrast, sanguinarine analogs lacking the benzophenanthridine scaffold did not inhibit MKP-1 in vitro or in cells nor did they cause ERK or JNK/SAPK phosphorylation. These data illustrate the utility of a chemical complementation assay linked with multiparameter high content cellular screening.
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